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Abstract
With focus on phonon lasing mediated by the self-pulsing and the dynamical back action mechanisms,
we have obtained room temperature lasing at 2.6 and at 5GHz, respectively. The specific requirements
to reach these regime are discussed. We also report bistability and hysteresis of the lasing regime,
features that can be exploited for some active functions pursued in the project PHENOMEN. Phonon
state switching using external sources is discussed, which will impact our aim of realising phonon
processing devices.
A novel and potentially beneficial research effort to upscale optomechanics is reported: the fabrication
and characterization of optomechanical crystals made of nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si), the properties
and performance of which are very similar to those obtained on a SOI platform. This approach opens a
route to a low–cost platform for optomechanics at room temperature. To test the integration of a
surface acoustic waves launcher using a set of interdigitated electrodes with the nc-SOI films, growth
test of a piezoelectric film on nc-silicon layer have begun. Encouraging experiments are in progress.
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1 Introduction/background
In the project PHENOMEN, phonon sources for integration in phononic circuits are being developed. To
this we define, design, fabricate and characterize photon-driven in-chip coherent phonon sources on
dielectric slabs. In the research work we use OM back-action targeting OM silicon cavities with high
cooperativity at 300 K. Other phonon sources are based on self-pulsing oscillators targeting powerefficient self-stabilized coherent phonon sources driven by optical self-pulsing. We strive to extend the
frequency range of these sources by engineering the thermal and free carrier recombination properties
of the structures to achieve phonon lasing in the GHz to tens of GHz range at room temperature.

2 Description of the deliverable
In this deliverable, we summarise our efforts towards achieving phonon lasing in optomechanical (OM)
one-dimensional photonic crystals at 300 K. We have explored two different strategies: dynamical backaction and self-pulsing. In this deliverable we report phonon lasing, i.e., coherent phonon generation,
using both mechanisms. Moreover, as a contingency plan, a bulk acoustic wave (BAW) launcher coupled
to a waveguide to excite phonons with frequencies up to a few GHz is being investigated as contingency,
coupled to a silicon or AlN waveguide. The design and test of a membrane-based Phonon Parametric
Oscillator is in progress. Finally, electrical control of the free-carrier density in self-sustained oscillator
sources will be explored.
This deliverable is organized as follows. We first describe the experimental setup, characterization
techniques and samples under study (Section 4.1.). We then focus on the two mechanisms under study.
Regarding the self-pulsing mechanism, we first report on a theoretical insight of the mechanism which is
supported by numerical simulations to study the possible limits and strategies towards its optimization
(Section 4.2.). In section 4.3 we report on the different regimes that can be triggered in our OM crystals
based on this mechanism, namely: pure self-pulsing, phonon lasing and chaos. Afterwards we focus on
the experimental efforts to enhance the self-pulsing frequency, which have led to the demonstration of
mechanical amplification of a localised mechanical mode at 2.6 GHz using self-pulsing (Section 4.4.). In
section 4.5 we concentrate on bistability and hysteresis of the lasing regime, features that can be
exploited for the active functions that are pursued in task 2.3. State switching using external sources is
discussed in section 4.6, which will also impact task 2.3 (Phonon processing devices).
Regarding dynamical back action, in section 4.7 we report phonon lasing at 5 GHz. The specific
requirements for reaching this regime are discussed as well.
Finally, in a new initiative, we have addressed the fabrication and characterization of OM crystals made
of nanocrystalline Silicon (nc-Si). In section 4.8 we discuss on their performances, which are very similar
to those obtained on a SOI platform and open the route to a low –cost platform for optomechanics at
room temperature. To integrate the Surface Acoustic Waves Inter Digital Systems (SAW ITDs) with the ncSOI films, deposition of the piezo film directly on the silicon layer is required. We have made the first
experiments to realise the structures for the PHENOMEN OM platform.
The highly complementary work in the consortium can be broadly described as desigsn come from USTL
and UNIPVM, ICN2, CNR and MENAPiC characterize the sources, while UPVLC fabricates. VTT works on a
novel piezoelectric launcher, MENAPiC and VTT work on the phonon parametric oscillator (PPO).

3 Progress towards objective
We have demonstrated phonon lasing at 5 GHz using the dynamical back-action mechanism. Thus, this
mechanism is ready for its use in generating coherent mechanical oscillations at high frequency for further
phonon processing.
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Regarding the self-pulsing mechanism, phonon lasing has been demonstrated for extended mechanical
modes up to 200 MHz. The self-pulsing frequency has been pushed upwards to 370 MHz and phonon
amplification at 2.6 GHz has been also demonstrated using a 7th harmonic of the optical force.

4 Results
4.1 Optomechanical setup for characterizing the optomechanical photonic crystals
The experiments are performed in a standard set-up to characterize optical and mechanical properties of
OM photonic crystals.
A tunable infrared laser covering the spectral range between 1460-1640 nm is connected to a tapered
fibre. The polarisation state of the light entering the tapered region is set with a polarisation controller.
The thinnest part of the tapered fibre is placed parallel to the OM photonic crystal, in contact with an
edge of the etched frame (top right photo of Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b). The gap between the fibre and the structure
is about 200 nm, as roughly extracted from geometrical considerations using the radius of the fibre loop
and the contact point position. A polarisation analyser is placed after the tapered fibre region.
The long tail of the evanescent field and the relatively high spatial resolution (5 m2) of the tapered fibre
locally excited the resonant optical modes of the OM photonic crystal. With a probe within the photonic
resonance, the mechanical motion activated by the thermal Langevin force causes the transmitted
intensity to be modulated around the value corresponding to the static mechanical state of motion (Fig.
1c).
To check for the presence of a radiofrequency (RF) modulation of the transmitted light an InGaAs fast
photoreceiver with a bandwidth of 12 GHz was used. The RF voltage is connected to the 50 Ohm input
impedance of a signal analyser with a bandwidth of 13.5 GHz.
All the measurements were performed in an anti-vibration cage under atmospheric conditions of air
pressure and temperature.

Figure 1. a). Sketch of the experimental setup to measure the optical and mechanical properties of the OM devices.
The sample size has been greatly increased for clarity. The top left photo shows a lateral view of the real
microlooped tapered fibre close to the sample, where the fibre can be seen reflected on the sample. The top right
photo shows a top view of the tapered fibre placed parallel with the OM structure and in contact with one of the
edges of the etched frame. b). Relative positioning of the tapered fibre and the OM photonic crystal. The leaning
point of the fibre is highlighted in red. The fibre is placed close enough to the central part of the OM photonic
crystal to excite efficiently its localised photonic modes. c) Scheme of the transduction principle.
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The devices studied here are one-dimensional OM photonic crystal fabricated using standard Si
nanofabrication tools on a Silicon-On-Insulator wafers, where the top silicon layer can be either
monocrystalline (samples fabricated by UPV, see Fig. 2) or nanocrystalline (last section of the deliverable,
samples fabricated by VTT and UPV). The crystal lattice constant is quadratically reduced towards the of
the beam, thereby defining high-Q optical cavity modes.

Figure 2. SEM micrograph of one of the fabricated Si OM photonic crystals within PHENOMEN.

The OM cavities were fabricated either on standard silicon-on-insulator SOITEC wafers with a top silicon
layer thickness of 220 nm (resistivity []: B1–10Ocm-1; slight p-doping ~ 1015 cm-3) and a buried oxide layer
thickness of 2 mm or on 220-nm amorphous silicon deposited on top of 2-um oxidised silicon wafers.
Nanopatterning is based on an electron beam, direct-writing process performed on a coated 100 nm polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) resist film. The electron beam exposure, performed with a Raith150 tool,
was optimized to reach the required dimensions, employing an acceleration voltage of 10 keV and an
aperture size of 30 mm. The PMMA is a positive resist that implies exposure of the pattern negatives (that
is, of window trenches and holes). The use of such a positive resist enables creation of well-defined holes
inside the waveguides and avoids the use of a second lithography process to expose resist windows for
selective silica removing. Nevertheless, the use of a PMMA resist introduces certain fabrication
imperfections at the interfaces between wider and narrower areas comprising the photonic waveguides.
After developing the PMMA resist in MIBK/IPA, the resist patterns are transferred into the silicon layers
employing an equally optimized Inductively Coupled Plasma-Reactive Ion Etching process with fluoride
gases (SF6/C4F8). The two gases are injected simultaneously under typical plasma conditions for silicon
etching (pressure: 20 mT, low-bias voltage, and a SF6/C4F8 flow ratio: 1.5), which produce anisotropic
etching with smooth sidewalls. Once the silicon is etched, a BHF silicon oxide etch (6:1) is used to remove
the underlying 2-m silica layer in order to release the structures.When exciting an optical mode, a strong
RF transduced signal is observed corresponding to mechanical modes distributed over a spectral range
between 10 MHz and 9 GHz (Fig. 3). Extended string-like modes appear below 700 MHz while localised
high-frequency modes appear around 2.5, 5.5 and 7 GHz, where several mechanical pseudogaps of the
perfect phononic crystal appear.
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Figure 3. RF spectrum (log scale) of the transduced mechanical modes of a typical OM crystal.
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4.2.

Pure self-pulsing and phonon lasing using self-pulsing: theory and numerical simulations

4.2.1. Pure self-pulsing
In this section, we address self-pulsing (SP) limit-cycles in optical resonators. These are stable periodic
regimes established in the cavity associated to the dynamic competition among some optical non-linear
mechanisms. When a SP limit-cycle is active, light within the cavity gets modulated in a strongly
anharmonic way, creating an "optical frequency comb" with multiple peaks spectrally located at integers
of main SP frequency (SP). The dynamic behaviour of the intracavity photon number is then equivalent
to what could be reached by externally modulating the laser input by an anharmonic drive, although in
this case the optical modes are pumped with a continuous wave source. Stable SP regimes operating at
RT have been reported in optical resonators as a consequence of fast-slow mechanisms of different
origins [1],[2].
We report here on a SP mechanism resulting from the interplay between thermo-optic (TO) effects and
free carrier dispersion (FCD) [6] within the OM crystal. In the case of FCD, the excess of free-carriers leads
to a reduction of the material refractive index and therefore a blue-shift of the optical cavity mode. On
the other hand, the TO effect results in an increase of the refractive index of the material with increasing
temperature. Since the main source of heating is Free-Carrier Absorption (FCA), the dynamics of freecarrier density (N) and the temperature increase (ΔT) are linked and can be described by a system of
coupled rate equations [3]:

 hc 3  2
1
N  
N  2
n
2  o
 FC
 n oVo 
.
1
T   T   FC Nno

T

(1a) ,
(1b)

where Vo is the optical mode volume, o is the cavity resonance wavelength at room temperature and FC
is defined as the rate of temperature increase per photon and unit free-carrier density. In the FCD
equation (equation 1a) we consider a Two-Photon Absorption (TPA) generation term, where  is the
tabulated TPA coefficient and a surface recombination term governed by a characteristic lifetime FC. The
TO effect (equation 1b) reflects the balance between the fraction of photons that are absorbed and
transformed into heat due to FCA and the heat dissipated to the surroundings of the cavity volume, which
is governed by a characteristic lifetime T. The generation terms of Equations 1 depend on no, which can
be written as no 

Pl l 
e
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 (Pl and l are the laser power and wavelength,  and e are the
2hc  
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overall and extrinsic optical damping rates and D is the relative detuning between the laser and the

r

N  r T is the cavity resonant wavelength
N
T
including first order nonlinear effects. Since  is much smaller than FC and t it is possible to consider
resonance wavelengths). Importantly, r  o 

that the optical cavity responds adiabatically to the FCD- and TO-induced refractive index changes.
Experimentally, we have access to both laser parameters (Pl and l), which are included in the dynamic
equations implicitly in no, thus impacting the generation rates. In our experiments we kept Pl constant,
thus l is the only parameter to be modified in Eq. 1. As we will show hereafter, small variations of l lead
to dramatic ones in the long-term dynamics of the coupled system.
Figure 4 shows the simulated phase portraits {N, T} for specific values of l. The trajectories (red curves)
are calculated by imposing initial conditions in such a way that the cavity is red-detuned with respect to
the laser by an amount equal to o. For clarity, we have also included the nullclines of the system,
defined as the curves where either Ṅ = 0 (vertical flow, green curves) or ∆Ṫ = 0 (horizontal flow, blue
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curves). The non-linear system of differential equations described by Equations 1a and 1b has generally
a stable fixed point (solid circle in Fig. 4a), where both time derivatives are zero and the eigenvalues of
the Jacobian matrix of the linearized system have a negative real part. Thus, if driven away from that
point, the system settles down to equilibrium through exponentially damped oscillations. The system has
a second fixed point (open circle), which in this case is unstable. When l reaches a specific value l,th, the
stable fixed point undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation (red curve of Fig. 4b). Just at the bifurcation
the fixed point is still stable, although it is a weak one and, if found in its vicinity, the system decays to it
only algebraically. Above l,th the fixed point becomes unstable and it is surrounded by a stable SP limitcycle (Fig. 4c), where the system oscillates periodically at a frequency denoted by SP. The total time
required to complete the {NT} limit-cycle is thus 1/SP, although is not necessarily drawn at a constant
pace. The SP regime is robust over a wide spectral range, just increasing the average cavity temperature
around which the system is oscillating. Since the decay rate of the temperature difference ΔT in Equation
1b depends on ΔT itself, SP can increase continuously by increasing the average amount of heat in the
cavity. This is simply achieved by increasing l, which increases the time-averaged no.
The SP limit-cycle is robust along a wide spectral range, and is only wiped out when the second fixed point
gets close enough to deflect down the trajectory of the system (Fig. 4d), the cavity then relaxes down to
the initial “cold” situation at T=0, where the cavity resonance is far away from the laser line.

Figure 4. Phase portraits as a function of the free carrier density and temperature increment for l below the Hopf
bifurcation (panel a), at the bifurcation (panel b) and above the bifurcation (panels c) and d)). The nullclines of
̇ = 0) () and blue (Ṅ = 0) respectively, while the system trajectories
Equations 1a and 1b are plotted in green (∆T
are in red. Grey arrows depict the temporal derivatives of T and N in each point of the phase space.

In Figure 5 we show the Fast Fourier Transform of the simulated intracavity optical force (obtained by
solving numerically Eqs. 1a and 1b) for three different sets of FC, T and optical Q factor (Qo) values. In
Fig. 5a we have considered FC=0.5ns-1, T=0.5s-1 and Qo=104 and the maximum SP was of about 50 MHz.
In Fig. 5b we have considered FC=0.13ns-1, T=0.13s-1 and Qo=104 and the maximum SP increased to
more than 300 MHz, which is the maximum value that we have achieved experimentally. In Fig. 5c we
have considered FC=0.01ns-1 and T=0.01s-1 and Qo=105, leading to a maximum SP of more than 1 GHz,
which is what is targeted within PHENOMEN. Due to its anharmonicity the optical forces is composed by
a comb of frequencies, in accordance with the experimental data.
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Figure 5. Color contour plot of the FFT of the intracavity optical force (in log scale) obtained by solving numerically
-1
4
-1
Eq (1) using different input parameters. Panel a) FC=0.5ns-1, T=0.5
c) s and Qo=10 . Panel b) FC=0.13ns ,
b)
-1
4
-1
-1
5
T=0.13s and Qo=10 . Panel c) FC=0.01ns and T=0.01s and Qo=10 .

4.2.2. Phonon lasing using self-pulsing
As a result of the SP limit-cycle, the radiation pressure optical force (Fo) is modulated in the same way as
the intracavity photon number, since they are related in a linear way, i.e., Fo  gOM no . Neglecting the
Langevin force, the mechanical modes of the nanobeam can be described as damped linear harmonic
oscillators driven by the anhamonic force:

meff u  meff m u  keff u  Fo
 2
Qm,i
where u is the generalized coordinate for the displacement of the mechanical mode and meff, keff and m
are its effective mass, spring constant and eigenfrequency, respectively. Finally, the nonlinear resonance
position has to include now the effect of the mechanical motion when evaluating no, i.e.,

r  o 

2g
r

N  r T  o OM u .
N
T
2 c

Importantly, the response of no to the mechanical deformation is also adiabatic since  is few orders of
magnitude smaller than m.
Equations 1 and 2 now describe the dynamics of a four dimensional (N, T, u, 𝑢̇ ) non-linear system that
is coupled through no. Much more complex trajectories than those derived from isolated Eqs. 1 can now
arise, opening the way to chaotic trajectories within a basin of attraction in the phase space. One of the
consequences of the coupling of the two systems is that self-sustained mechanical motion is achieved if
one of the low harmonics of the SP main peak at SP is resonant with the mechanical oscillations (MSP
=m 𝑀𝜐 = Ω , where M   ). In fact, the coherence of the mechanical oscillation is maintained since
the mechanical mode lifetime is much longer than 1/MSP
4.3. Pure self-pulsing and phonon lasing using self-pulsing: basic experiments
Figure 6 shows different experimental RF spectra for the case of a mechanical mode at m=54 MHz,
considering different resonant conditions with M=1 (black and grey curves) and M=2 (green curve) or a
third case with 𝑀 ∉ ℤ (red curve). In the M=2 case, the mechanical oscillation at frequency m is
superimposed on a SP trace at frequency m/2. Although the black and grey curves are obtained at two
different values of l, the signal is locked at the same frequency m. Here it becomes evident that the
mechanical oscillator is not only pumped resonantly, but also that the large amplitude of the coherent
mechanical motion acts as a feedback that stabilizes and entrains the SP and the mechanical oscillator.
Since m is much more robust than sp, the SP mechanism adapts its frequency to the mechanical one.
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When the resonant condition with the mechanical oscillation is not fulfilled (red curve of Fig. 6a) the RF
peaks in a frequency-unlocked region are inhomogeneously broadened in frequency because the
integration time is greater than the unlocked frequency oscillation.
The experimental features of this coupled system, can be well reproduced with the coupled set of
equations 1 and 2, the only free parameters being FCA and t. Those are extracted by fitting the
transmitted signal in an unlocked configuration using Equations 1. Fig. 6b illustrates the simulated limitcycle trajectories followed by the system in equivalent conditions as those of the curves of Fig. 6a.
Coherent mechanical oscillations of nm amplitude are obtained in the M=1 and M=2 cases, while the red
curve is flat in the u-axis. More details the self-pulsing and phonon-lasing dynamics can be found in Ref.
[4] where these dynamics are described.

Figure 6. a) Experimental RF spectrum at different values of l. The black and grey curves correspond to M=1
situations, while the green spectrum corresponds to M=2. The red curve corresponds to an unlocked situation. b)
Simulated phase portraits calculated using our coupled model for equivalent situations to those of panel a).

In the set of panels of Figure 7 we show experimental phonon lasing driven by self-pulsing mechanism of
a mode at 198 MHz (Fig. 7d) using the first harmonic of the optical force. This mode is a flexural in-plane
mode, the mechanical oscillations display the required features for being considered a phonon laser: selfsustained, monochromatic, coherent and of high-amplitude. These features can be checked either in the
RF spectrum (Fig. 7a and 7b) or in the temporal trace of the transmitted signal (Fig. 7d).
During the first 12 months of the PHENOMEN, part of the efforts have been dedicated to increase the
self-pulsing frequency above 1 GHz, by increasing the thermal relaxation rate and/or the free-carrier
generation rate, following the results of the simulations shown in Section 4.2.1.
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Figure 7. Experimental phonon lasing at 198 MHz using the self-pulsing mechanism. (a) RF spectrum of the
transmitted signal as a function of the laser wavelength. (b) RF spectrum in the phonon lasing regime. (c) Temporal
trace of the transmitted signal in the phonon lasing regime. (d) A FEM simulation of the mechanical mode at 198
MHz.

4.4. Effects of the thermal relaxation rate on increasing the self-pulsing frequency: mechanical
amplification at 2.6 GHz.
In order to check experimentally the effects of a changing thermal relaxation rate on the self-pulsing
frequency we placed a metallic tip (few tens of nanometers of gold on a glass tip) close to the defect
region of an OM cavity, as shown in the optical images of Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d. The optical properties of the
nanobeam were not modified, i.e., the optical modes did not shift or broaden, yet the thermal properties
of the device were affected by the presence of the tip. The comparison of the RF spectrum of the
transmitted optical signal as a function of laser wavelength when the metal tip is far and close to the OM
cavity region is reported in Fig. 8a and 8b, respectively. In the second case the self-pulsing frequency
increased by 6% while keeping the laser parameters fixed. Indeed, Fig. 8a shows only a self-pulsing regime
reaching a maximum frequency of 0.08 GHz while in Fig. 8b it is possible to achieve phonon lasing at 0.085
GHz due to the self-pulsing frequency increase associated to the presence of the metallic tip.
On the basis of the previous results we used the tapered fibre as both a mean to optically excite the
localised optical modes of the OM crystal and as a heat extractor. Indeed, the tapered fibre helps
decreasing t, thus producing a similar effect to the one induced by the metallic tip. We measured a fresh
OM at low input powers, which show the lowest FC. Indeed, this has been found to be the best conditions
since the self-pulsing frequency decreases with time when the OM cavities are being probed with high
powers. This seems to be related with the passivation of defect states that lie within the silicon band-gap,
which helps the recombination rate of the carriers.
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Figure 8. Color contour plot of the RF spectrum as a function of the laser wavelength obtained with a metallic tip
far and close to the defect region of an OM cavity (panels a) and b) respectively). Optical images of the relative
positioning of the tapered fibre, the OM crystal and the metallic tip as seen from a top and side views (panels c)
and d) respectively).

Thus, by playing with the relative alignment between the fibre and the OM crystal it has been possible to
increase the frequency of the self-pulsing to about 370 MHz, similarly to what simulated in Fig. 5b. This
allowed to skip most of the extended modes and use the 7th harmonic of the optical force to pump the
localised mode at 2.6 GHz. These results are shown on Figure 9, where it is clear that we achieve
mechanical amplification because of the transduced signal enhancement and the linewidth narrowing. In
order to be more effective, the self-pulsing frequency should be increased further by a factor of 3 to be
able to use a 3rd harmonic, which is about 20 dB stronger than the 7th.

Figure 9. Self-pulsing frequency. (a) Color contour plot of the RF spectrum of the transmitted optical signal as a
function of the laser wavelength for optimised conditions in terms of maximising the self-pulsing frequency. The
dashed box highlights the position of a localised mechanical mode at 2.6 GHz, which is amplified when the selfpulsing is triggered. (b) RF spectra below and above the self-pulsing triggering (black and red curves, respectively).
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4.5. Bistability and hysteresis of the lasing regime.
The transition from pure SP dynamics to the coupled SP/phonon lasing is effectively the one described
considering the transition from a bi-dimensional to a tetra-dimensional coupled non-linear system.
Indeed, the mechanical oscillator is not just being unidirectionally driven, since the OM coupling provides
an effective back coupling that forces SP to be frequency-locked to SP=m/M over a wide spectral range
of the laser source. Lower M values result in stronger Fo and higher coupling strengths between the SP
and the mechanical coherent oscillator. Once the system is found in a phonon lasing state it becomes
very robust, a characteristic that can be quantified to some extent from the spectral width of the
frequency-locked plateau and the low phase noise of the RF signal. These features are a direct indication
of ranges of laser parameters in which two stable states of the system coexist, namely the bi-dimensional
SP and the tetra-dimensional SP/phonon lasing [4]. The existence of bistability enables the possibility of
frequency-jumps and hysteresis as the laser parameters are scanned. To check for these features we have
studied the full RF spectra as a function of l at Pl=2 mW. The experimental data was recorded by
sweeping l from bottom to top (Fig. 10a) and vice-versa (Fig. 10b). As expected, l-frequency-jumps and
l-hysteretic regions appear where the system undergoes state transitions. By singling out the position of
the first RF harmonic (Figs. 10c) the l-bistable regions are clearly exposed.

Figure 10. Bistability and hysteresis in the lasing regime. (a)-b) Color contour plot of the RF spectrum as a function
of l at Pl=2 mW, (a) correspond to a forward l-scan and (b) to a backward l-scan. (c) Spectral position of the
first RF harmonic. Horizontal dashed lines in (c) indicate positions in which a Pl scan has been performed (see Figure
4). The frequency plateaus correspond to phonon lasing states.

The laser parameter space has been further explored by monitoring the system response to changes on
Pl for fixed values of l. The analysed domain lies in the vicinity of the widest bistable region of Fig. 10c
(the precise l under analysis are highlighted with dashed lines). The results are reported in Fig. 11 by
plotting the spectral position of the first RF harmonic.
Pl-bistability and Pl-hysteresis appear only if l is above the l-frequency-jump of the forward l scan. If l
lies well within the l-bistable region, such as in , the system can start from either of the two stable states
showed in Fig. 11 (red and black curve). However, within the studied Pl range along only satisfies
the requirements for performing a down-transition down), being unable to accomplish an uptransition to a M=1 state. In order to drive the system to an M=1 state, l has to increased and,
subsequently, decreased.
A Pl-bistable region unwraps for l values in the close vicinity of the l-frequency-jump, whose width
decreases with l (see green and blues curves at  and ). It fully closes at V where the system stays
robustly in the M=1 plateau. Interestingly, Pl-bistability involves two different phonon lasing states,
namely the pervasive m=54 MHz mode with M=1, and a 198 MHz mode with M=4, i.e., the main RF peak
appears at 49.5 MHz.
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Figure 11. Spectral position of the first RF harmonic as a function of Pl and l.

4.6. State switching
In the previous sections, we detailed the different regimes achieved with our optomechanical crystals. Here,
we also demonstrate that it is possible to switch between these regimes and, in particular, we demonstrate a
phonon switch via external optical pumping.
The experimental system is the same as that described in Section 4.1., with the addition of external optical
pumping. A solid-state continuous-wave 808nm laser is modulated via a mechanical chopper and focused onto
the cavity by means of a 100x microscope objective.
We first drive the system to mechanical lasing without any additional laser and fix the excitation/reading
wavelength. The corresponding spectrum is shown in Figure 12a (black). When shining light onto the cavity,
we observe that the system reverts back to the self-pulsing or mechanical transduction regime, the spectrum
of which is also shown in Figure 12 (red). With this method, we effectively turn on and off coherent mechanical
emission, which remains robust regardless of the number of cycles. We further characterised this phonon
switching mechanism by measuring the temporal trace of the switching (Figure 12b) when the external laser
is modulated at 10 kHz. Looking at the on-off transition of the pumping (Figure 12c), we see that mechanical
lasing reappears below a certain threshold. This switching power threshold will be characterised in a
subsequent experiment. SO far, the response time is limited by the experimental apparatus. Nonetheless,
switching occurs within a few mechanical periods. Therefore, this experiment demonstrates a phonon switch
of a 54 MHz mode working at a speed close to 12 MHz, still limited by the characterization platform.
The switching mechanism can be explained by the added input energy provided to the optomechanical
crystal by the external pump laser. Indeed, we observe that pumping the cavity will shift the resonance, and
thus the spectrum, towards higher wavelengths. The shift depends on the input power and it should
theoretically be possible to switch between different available regimes based on the intensity of the
pumping. This demonstration of fast mechanical lasing modulation sets the groundwork for more complex
systems, which require addressing phonon lasing in single cavities.
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Figure 12. (a) Mechanical spectrum in the self-pulsing regime (red) and phonon lasing regime (black). A transduced
mechanical mode is observed at ~2 GHz. (b) Temporal trace of the modulated top-pumping (top) and transmitted
optical signal (bottom) with corresponding focus on the transition region (right panels)

In addition to the phonon switch, we have also achieved switching between other regimes by relying on
the same principle, while keeping the lasing ongoing. Figure 13(a) and (b) show spectra corresponding to
harmonic switching and chaos switching, respectively. Harmonic switching consists in changing which
harmonic of the optical force is used to lock onto the mechanical frequency and drive mechanical lasing.
We observed that switching between the first and second harmonic occurred within one cycle of the selfpulsing limit cycle, thus limited by this same limit-cycle period speed (>50 MHz). We also observed
switching between the chaotic regime (pump off) and mechanical lasing (pump on) using the same
scheme.

Figure 13. Other switching effects: (a) Harmonic switching in the phonon lasing regime for M=1 (black) and M=2
(red). (b) Mechanical spectrum in the chaotic regime (blue) and phonon lasing regime (red) (right panels).

4.7. Back-action driven phonon lasing at 5 GHz
One of the basic consequences of the OM interaction in OM cavities is dynamical back-action, which is a
result of the retarded response of the radiation pressure force to mechanical deformation. The
mechanism can also be understood in terms of a scattering process, thus creating Stokes and anti-Stokes
sidebands around the laser line. If the laser is detuned with respect to the cavity resonance by an amount
equal to in frequency units, one can obtain an asymmetric spectrum to allow a net energy transfer
from light to the mechanical mode or vice versa. In order to achieve effective mechanical amplification
or cooling, the cavity needs to be within the sideband-resolved regime (m> being the overall
radiative damping rate) and the laser has to be blue-detuned (heating) or red-detuned
(cooling), respectively.
We have investigated this mechanism in PHENOMEN one-dimensional OM crystals. We have studied a
mechanical mode at m/2=5. GHz, which is sideband-resolved (mand exhibits a theoretical
single-particle OM coupling rate of |go,OM|/2=0.3 MHz when coupled to the first optical mode supported
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by the OM cavity. It is worth noting that the latter value is only a factor of 3-4 below the state-of- the-art
in OM crystals, which is about 1MHz. New OM cavities to go above 1 MHz are being developed within
WP1, also with the aim of placing the mechanical resonances within a full phononic bandgap. The input
laser power was the maximum provided by our tunable laser at about 1.3 mW.
In Figure 14 is seen that by increasing the laser wavelength, i.e. decreasing  there is an associated
decrease of the mechanical damping rate that finally leads to transparency, i.e., to phonon lasing. This
feature demonstrates that the field enhanced cooperativity for this particular couple of optical and
mechanical modes exceeded unity.
It is interesting to note that we have been able to red-shift the laser wavelength at which self-pulsing is
triggered. Indeed, as it is clearly observed in Figure 14a, self-pulsing spoils dynamical back-action
efficiency since oscillates strongly around zero. We have succeeded delaying the activation of selfpulsing by placing the fibre on the mirror part of the nanobeam while preserving the quality factors of
the optical and mechanical localised modes within the defect region.

Figure 14. Phonon lasing at 5 GHz. a) Color contour plot of the RF spectrum as a function of l under the conditions
for achieving phonon lasing at 5GHz using the dynamical back-action mechanism. (b) and (c) 5 GHz transduced
peak for three different values of l in log scale and in a normalized linear scale, respectively. The mechanical peak
under the phonon lasing regime is illustrated by green curves.

4.8. OM characterization of OM crystals fabricated in a nanocrystalline Silicon platform
4.8.1. Description of the fabrication process
The typical substrates used in silicon optomechanics are Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers. The SOI wafers
have a single crystalline device layer on top of a buried oxide (BOX) layer. The interface between the
device layer and the BOX is of high quality, being a consequence of thermal oxidation. Silicon is by far the
most important material in semiconductor and information technology industry and the fabrication
processes and equipment are “top-notch”, providing a good platform for development of OM
applications. However, SOI wafers are relatively expensive and the available layer thicknesses of both the
device layer and the BOX layer are limited. The device layer thickness can be adjusted by thermal
oxidation and oxide stripping but this usually leads to compressive stress in the layer, making the
fabrication of free-standing structures difficult. In addition, the thickness of the buried oxide layer is
typically fixed by the wafer vendor. VTT has produced alternative substrates in which nanocrystalline
silicon (nc-Si) films are prepared on a silicon dioxide layer. The process consists of thermal oxidation of Si
wafers, deposition of amorphous silicon (a-Si) on the oxide by low temperature LPCVD and annealing of
the a-Si film to tune the stress of the forming nc-Si film. The process is generally used in MEMS and
MOEMS applications and can be applied also in OM structures. The benefits of the nc-Si approach for OM
are that the layer thicknesses can be freely chosen and the stress of the device layer can be tuned to be
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slightly more tensile to prevent bulging or sagging of the released beams or films. The tuneable
parameters in the process include the LPCVD deposition of the originally amorphous silicon layer, the
annealing temperature and time to tune the stress, and the layer thicknesses. Furthermore, the
fabrication cost of the nc-SOI wafers is low in comparison to SOI substrates. More details of the process
can be found in Refs. [6]-[7]. For further developments, there are several parameters that can be tuned
to optimise the properties of the nc-Si layer to fulfil the demands of the OM applications.
In the first batch to test the OM properties of the nc-SOI substrates we produced ten 150 mm diameter
wafers with a 1023 nm thick BOX layer and 223 nm thick nc-Si film. The a-Si deposition temperature was
560 C and the films were annealed at 950 C for 60 min, which produces an nc-Si film with a maximum
grain size of about 200 nm and a tensile stress of a few tens of MPa. Two of these wafers were sent to
UPV for fabrication of OM phononic crystals. The PnCs were characterised at ICN2 and the results are
reported below (see sections 4.8.3 to 4.8.5). The rest of the wafers remain in stock for further processing.
The next target is to deposit AlN films on the nc-Si layer to realise surface acoustic wave (SAW) launchers
for electrical excitation of coherent phonons. The structures and first simulation results are described in
detail in the deliverable D1.1. Once the layer thicknesses and inter-digitated transducer (IDT) dimensions
are optimised, we will start processing the test devices.
Once the amorphous silicon layer is built on the wafer, fabrication of the OM cavities is essentially
identical to what described above for processing of SOI wafers.
4.8.2. SEM characterization
The fabricated OM crystals in nc-Si bare a strong resemblance to those fabricated on the SOI platform.

Figure 15. SEM image of an nc-Si OM crystal with a gamma value (ratio between the geometrical parameters of the
mirror and central cells) of 0.8.

4.8.3. Optical characterization of nc-Si OM crystals
Regarding optical transmission spectra, some of the OM crystals display reasonably good optical
resonances (see Figure 16) with optical quality factors as high as 1.5x104 (see right panel of Figure 16).
This value is slightly lower than what is obtained in SOI samples. It is worth mentioning that these OM
crystals show a much stronger thermo-optic effect compared to SOI-based OM crystals. Indeed, the
thermo-optic stops inducing a measurable red-shift at input powers below few tens of W. At high
powers, it is possible to push a given optical resonance for several tens of nanometers, which means that
the average cavity temperature reaches hundreds of degrees. To our understanding, those effects are
related to a single photon absorption process associated with the presence of electronic states within the
gap. Concerning the effect on the optical quality factor, the presence of these states induces linear
absorption losses, which we believe is our current limiting loss mechanism, even in the OM crystals
fabricated in SOI. Regarding the thermo-optic effect, the trapped electrons are excited into the
conduction band, which induce heating of the cavity because of intraband non-radiative recombinations.
There is much to be understood, but the basic tenet is that the possibility of lowering the cost of the OM
crystal has a realistic chance.
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Figure 16. Optical transmission spectrum of one of the nc-Si OM crystals. On the right panel we show a zoom on
one of the optical resonances. Notice that this spectrum is taken with very low input power, and even so, we
observe that the resonance is not symmetric, a signature associated with the thermo-optic effect.
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4.8.4. RF characterization (mechanical spectra, self-pulsing and lasing)
When light is coupled into one of the low-order optical modes displayed by the OM crystals, it is possible
to transduce the thermally activated mechanical modes that have sufficiently large OM coupling strength
to be observed. In Figure 17, we show the RF spectrum obtained in such a situation. It is possible to
distinguish clearly the extended modes below 1GHz and localised modes at 2.6, 5 and 6.6 GHz. The
mechanical quality factor of the high frequency modes is similar to what obtained in the SOI samples, i.e.,
about 103.
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Figure 17. Mechanical spectrum of a representative nc-Si OM crystal. The inset shows a zoom of a 6.6 GHz localised
mode.

Some of the extended modes of OM crystals can be driven into the lasing regime using the self-pulsing
mechanism, which is present in the nc-Si platform as well. In particular, in Figure 18 we show phonon
lasing for a mode at 0.22 GHz for a nc-SI OM crystal.
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Figure 18. RF spectrum obtained when the OM crystal is driven to the phonon lasing regime for an extended
mechanical mode at 0.22 GHz.

4.8.5. Complex dynamics on nc-Si OM crystals
For specific values of the input laser parameters the nc-Si OM crystals can display a chaotic dynamics. The
RF spectrum when the chaotic dynamics is active is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. RF spectrum when the OM crystal is found in a chaotic regime.

In Figure 20 we illustrate that all these different regimes can be activated by inputting high optical power
(about 4 mW). For wavelengths below the dashed line denoted by 1 we observe only the optical
transduction of the thermally activated mechanical modes (as in Figure 17). Above 1 and below 2, the
self-pulsing mechanism is triggered and directly activates mechanical lasing at 0.22 GHz (as in Fig. 18).
Above 2 it is possible to observe isolated self-pulsing, the frequency of which reaches about 0.3 GHz,
effectively starting to pump a mechanical mode present at that frequency. The self-pulsing frequency
then starts to decrease and goes back to resonantly pump the 0.22 GHz mechanical mode above 3. Above
4, the system enters into the chaotic regime illustrated in Figure 19.
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All these dynamics are associated to the same optical resonance, which starts to be pumped at about
1510 nm and is driven up to 1555 nm just by exploiting the thermo-optic effect. This means that the
optical resonance has been shifted by about 45 nm.
1

2

3

4

Figure 20. Colour contour plot of the RF spectrum of the transmitted optical signal of an OM crystal fabricated out
of nc-Si as a function of the laser wavelength obtained at about 4mW.

Therefore, we can confirm that the general behaviour of the OM crystals fabricated on a nanocrystalline
Silicon platform show similar performances to those fabricated on a SOI platform. The main differences
are found in the slightly lower optical Q-factors and the much stronger thermo-optic effect, which we
associate to direct light absorption due to the presence of electronic states within the gap.
4.8.6. AlN on nc-Si
Aluminium nitride (AlN) is by far the most important piezoelectric material in RF-MEMS applications. Bulk
acoustic wave (BAW) resonators and filters are typical devices used for example in mobile applications. A
common resonator structure consists of an AlN film sandwiched between the driving electrodes and a
Bragg mirror reflector tuned to the operation frequency. The Bragg mirror contains layers of acoustically
heavy and light materials, tungsten and silicon dioxide in this case. The AlN film is deposited by sputtering
directly on a metal electrode, usually molybdenum as it is inert at high temperatures, followed by
deposition of the top electrode. Perfectly columnar structure of the AlN film with c-axis in vertical
direction is required for proper operation of the resonator.
To integrate the SAW ITDs with the nc-SOI films, deposition of the piezo film directly on the silicon layer
is required. We have made the first experiments to realise the structures for the PHENOMEN OM
platform, and the results look promising, as shown in Fig. 21. One micrometre of AlN was sputtered
directly on a nc-Si film deposited on thermal silicon dioxide. The structure of the AlN film looks almost
optimal. More detailed structural and electrical characterisation of the nc-SOI/AlN structures will be
performed when the layer stack designed for the OM devices in WP2, based on simulations in the WP1,
are fabricated.
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Figure 21. Left. Cross-sectional SEM image of a layer of aluminium nitride sputtered on nanocrystalline silicon layer
deposited on silicon dioxide. The columnar growth demonstrates good quality of the AlN film. The thickness of the
AlN film is 1000 nm. Right. SEM image of the cross section of a BAW resonator. The operation frequency is
determined by the thickness of the AlN layer. The SiO2/W/SiO2/W/SiO2 Bragg mirror prevents leakage of the
mechanical wave energy into the substrate.

5 Recommendations
Regarding dynamical back-action, the quality of the fabricated OM crystals made on SOI allows reaching
the lasing regime at high frequency modes (5 GHz) while probably the quality of nc-Si OM crystals has still
to be optimized in this respect. Indeed, the optical Q-factors of the latter are still a bit lower than those
obtained on a SOI platform, which hinders the possibility of being in a sideband-resolved regime and
obtaining field-enhanced cooperativities greater than 1. On a SOI platform, we have observed lasing with
dynamical back-action only when the optical fibre was placed on the mirror cells of the OM crystal, so
that the triggered self-pulsing was shifted towards longer wavelengths than those required for maximum
efficiency of the dynamical back-action mechanism. Self-pulsing triggering conditions should be therefore
controlled at the fabrication stage to allowing phonon lasing with dynamical back-action without the need
of a special position of the tapered fibre.
Regarding self-pulsing frequency, it is currently relatively easy to reach frequencies up to 350 MHz.
However the lowest frequency localised modes appear at 2.6 GHz, which fits with the 7th harmonic of the
optical force. The intensity of the 7th harmonic is several tens of dBs lower than the main harmonic, which
makes the pumping mechanism inefficient to reach the lasing regime. Therefore, it would be necessary
to increase the self-pulsing frequency further. We have demonstrated that it is theoretically possible to
reach 1 GHz or even higher frequencies. However, to realise this experimentally the thermal and freecarrier relaxation rates have to be increased by an order of magnitude while at the same time the optical
quality factor should reach 105. Thermal relaxation rates will be improved by varying the vertical distance
between the OM crystal and the substrate while the free-carrier relaxation rate should be optimized
during fabrication by maximising and passivating the density of localised electronic states present in the
electronic gap of silicon. Electrical control of the free-carrier density in self-sustained oscillator sources
will be explored.
Another strategy we will pursue is to design new OM cavities that support mechanical modes at about 1
GHz, which could be excited using a 3rd harmonic of the optical force using a self-pulsing with the current
frequencies.
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